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Abstract. Situation with interethnic relations on the border of Romania and 
Ukraine is subjected to changes, especially after Romania accession to the EU. The most 
characteristic features of it could be analyzed on the example of Ukrainian part of Bukovina. 
This article considers first of all two aspects of Bukovynian regional phenomenon of ethnic 
tolerance: historical and contemporaneous ones. First part of the article proposes a brief 
historic retrospect, evaluating main stages of this multiethnic regional society phenomenon 
formation and evolution. And the second part regards current challenges of culture of tolerant 
relations amidst deferent ethnic groups, which leave together in this region. The data collected 
and points expressed in the article reflect surveys done with the author himself and 
summarizes mainly but not exclusively results of scholarship representing researchers of Yury 
Fedkoych Chernivtsi National University.  The author does not pretend to cover all the issues 
related with making ethnic situation and ethnopolitics in the regions better. But these aspects 
of securing ethnonational stability into the given region could be taken into account by all 
parties concerned with the improvement of this very important sphere of social and political life 
alongside with the current border of the EU.   
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Ethnic relations widely depend on variety of changeable factors. Among 

them leading role play historical past, with the positive or negative experience 
of interethnic relations. When the latter are predominantly defined by samples 
of the mutual cooperation, inherited from the previous periods respectful 
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stances and attitudes towards ‘others’, they contribute towards a formation of 
the tolerance culture, which might be treated as a great asset in nowadays 
Europe, including the regions and countries of the EU.  

Regarding this kind of the historic heritage, Bukovyna is well reputed as 
a peculiar region, distinctive not only because its multiethnicity, but a 
widespread here culture of ethnic and religious tolerance.  As of the context of 
East European history, level of ethnic tolerance among local communities and 
their members seemed to be pretty high. If to choose, what period of the 
regional history had been formative one as far as regional tolerance in 
Bukovyna is concerned, than the Austrian period is to be chosen as the starting 
point for emergence of the regional model of ethnic relations. This article is 
composed of two principal parts. The first one delivers historical outline of 
Bukovina phenomenon of polyethnic community, regards its main stages of 
evolution, from Austrian period towards the today’s reality of Ukrainian part of 
former region of Bukovyna. The second part is dealt with the ethnopolitics of 
Ukraine vis-a-vis of Romania policy towards Ukraine at whole and Chernivtsi 
region in particular, keeping an eye on problems which were or are still 
unresolved in bilateral relations of both countries. The author relies on variety 
of sources concerning chosen topics and systematically represents his own 
researcher, reflected in his articles on Bukovina as a multiethnic society, which 
were published earlier.         

         
1. Bukovyna as a lucky case of polyethnicity  
 
Territory of the current Chernivtsi Region and, before that, all of 

Bukovyna was not monoethnic ever. Tracing back the history, this region was 
inhabited by representatives of different ethnic groups. However, it’s important 
to stress, evidence of their developmental and ethnocultural legacy, even 
though meaningful, may hardly be related to the modern situation in their 
ethnic relations. Under Austrian emperors’ rule, the Bukovynian multicultural 
society as polyethnic mosaic started to be formatted. Processes of economic 
and ethnocultural evolution of region, which possessed a peripheral place into 
imperial state’s administrative and economic structure, were influenced by 
relatively favorable external conditions. Austrian Empire could ensure more 
efficiently, as being compared to Ottoman Empire, the previous hegemonic 
master of the whole region of South-East Europe for ages it’s more peaceful 
existence. Borderland position of Bukovyna predisposed Vienna to pay a special 
if not a strategic attention to the regional stability. That’s why Vienna pursued a 
consolidation policy which was to guarantee Habsburg sovereignty over acquired 
territories (Petrea Lindenbauer, 2003: 239).  

That required well-controlled system of subordination in relationship 
between ethnic communities of the region and the provincial as well as the 
central government. Hereby the key importance belonged to relations between 
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the Ukrainian and Romanian communities as the biggest ones. Alongside with 
them German, Jewish and Polish communities has been playing stabilizing and 
sometimes integrating role in social and political life of Bukovyna. This policy 
coordinated with the demographical situation in the region. Statistics for the 
Bukovina population show nearly 800,000 people living there in the mid-19th-
century, including: 38% Ukrainians, 33% Romanians, 13% Jews, 8% Germans, 
4.5% Poles and a number of other smaller minorities (Ewa Rzetelska-Feleszko, 
2006: 5). Regional specificity of Bukovyna in sense of the local ethnonational 
climate evolved from the mid-19th century. Since then this region had been 
granted with the status of the Dukedom of Bukovyna attributed with 
administrative autonomy. That change enabled it to deal independently with a 
wide range of political and cultural issues. While Ukrainians to a slight extend 
outnumbered the Romanian population here, in turn leaders of the latter 
community represented mostly hereditary dynasties of medieval Moldova. They 
were lucky to preserve some  privileges and enjoyed, in comparison with the 
Ukrainians, greater opportunities in their cultural and social development (Luceac 
I.,2000: 26 – 34).  

Gradual consolidation of the young Romanian state, following up 
Romania’s full independence in 1878, gradually strengthened influence of this 
ethnic group in the region. The very existence of the Romanian state, and 
moreover governed by the elites, inspired by the ideals of Romania Mare, 
constituted a certain threat of the Romanian irredentism emergence in Bukovyna. 
This urged the official Vienna to implement check and balance policy regarding 
key actors of the regional Romanian community.  Contrary to the Romanians of 
Bukovyna, the Ukrainian community did not have the corresponding and 
neighboring kin state. Because of intensifying tensions with the Russian Empire, 
in the framework of Vienna and St. Petersburg competition over the Balkans, the 
‘Ukrainian vector’ in the Austrian domestic and foreign policy would have been 
gradually gaining prominence. These reasons were changing Vienna’s treatment 
of the Ukrainian population in the Empire, its leaders and institutions. Hence, the 
Austrian government was compelled to conduct the policy of balancing interests 
of particular national communities and rely on inter-ethnic conflict prevention 
management. Under circumstances regional decision-makers masterfully 
counterpoised their interests, and supported or persecuted some social and 
political movements, and later political parties, which in turns were aspiring at 
representation and lobbying interests of major ethnic groups. This kind of policy 
brought about some fruitful results, contributing into preservation of ethnically 
fragmented state integrity. Both the Romanian and Ukrainian social and political 
milieus in Bukovyna did not engender nationalist or separatist movements up to 
the breakdown of the Danube Empire. Leaders of these ethnic groups succeeded 
with building up the formal and informal communication with Vienna, shoving 
their sincere loyalty towards the Emperor, and only after that cherishing their 
distinctive national and political ideals, and subsequently ethnic identities. 
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Noteworthy is the outstanding role played by the German, Jewish and 
Polish communities into regional polity. The German community 
representatives were in charge of the imperial political, administrative and 
cultural policies execution, and they ensured bureaucratic support for the 
existing regime. Nonetheless, their modest number and limited resources for 
local sociopolitical clout did not allow the central power to rely on this 
community only and satisfy demands of the local Germans as the top priority 
(Осадчук С., 2002: 2 -17). The Jewish in fact possessed peculiar status in the 
communication of the different ethnic cultures of Bukovyna. They numerically 
prevailed upon other ethnic group in the cities and towns of Bukovyna 
(Corbea-Hoisie A., 2003:29 – 42). In the region local Jews targeted at 
performing the role of the values of high-level European urban subculture 
proponents. And they were most active in spreading, consuming and 
supporting the German-Austrian culture and traditions of that time indeed1. 
Well-educated local Jews were agents of the imperial culture; they were ready, in 
their most part, to abandon voluntarily, for example, their own traditional 
language – Yiddish. At the same time, their efforts were noticed from Vienna. 
Their zeal was rewarded with the support by the authorities not witnessed in 
neighboring Russia and other European empires (Ingrao Ch., 1996: 10). 

To a very extend, successful formation of interethnic relations, based on 
the values of tolerance, might be explained by slowed down urbanization 
process in the region (Добржанський О., 1999: 76 – 77). As a result of that 
‘belated modernization’, processes of ethnic consciousness transformation into 
modern national identity in Bukovyna underwent with less dynamics than in the 
neighboring regions. It helped avoiding of sharp social antagonism and ethnic 
confrontation. The regional system of economic labor distribution and relevant 
social roles emerged in Bukovyna led to the complex system of relations and 
interdependencies among the citizens of its towns and villages. Within this 
interdependencies network, the polarizing effect of ethnic differentiation has 
been partially mitigated by religious cohesion, while social and class conflicts 
were dampened, to some extent, by ethnocultural solidarity and concomitant 
appreciation of common identity. 

This system of intricately intertwined, socially important and 
economically determined connections ensured a rather stable, albeit somewhat 
shaky, balance among major social and ethnic groups of population in the 
urban environment of the Bukovynian region. Thus, the region inhabitants 
collectively created Bukovynian ethnocultural traditions as predominantly 
tolerant ones. Deficiency of numerical representation for some regional 

                                                           

1 Lichtblau A. & John M. Jewries in Galicia and Bukowina, in Lemberg and 
Czernowitz. Two divergent examples Jewish Communities in the far east of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. – http://www.sbg.ac.at/ges/people/lichtblau/ 
cape.html [Last accessed 10.03.2009]  
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communities was compensated by their high social activity which rested on 
quality education (surely, by the then standards) and prestigious social ties. For 
example, local Poles were far from being numerous, yet they exerted 
considerable influence in the administrative and educational spheres of the 
Bukovynian society (Strutinski W., Jaceniuk F., 1999: 118 – 129). Relatively low 
social mobility, as well as somewhat outdated placement of social and economic 
roles at the regional labor market reduced competitive tension with regard to 
primary resources among members of various ethnic groups. Its prevented 
formation and subsequent social and political articulation of their conflicting 
interests. In these circumstances, desperate somehow tough completion among 
the local elites for regional resources via political mobilization of their fellow 
citizens and impending confrontation among members of different nations and 
ethnic groups was hardly possible (Ostafi-Ost G., 1995: 45 – 58). 

The most characteristic is the fact that local dwellers were not only 
bearers of ethnic and later national identities, but also widely regarded 
themselves as Bukovynians, proudly emphasizing this regional identity of theirs. 
Such informal consensus on the common regional identity by members of 
different ethnic and religious groups crowned foundations of the regional 
ethnic and religious equilibrium. One should not underestimate Vienna’s well-
thought policies towards Bukovyna. They actively contributed to ensuring the 
local ethnopolitical climate in which threats to regional and national security 
were circumvented as usually (Попик С., 1999: 32 – 36). Local ethnic tolerance 
was supported by the central and regional authority’s right because it was an 
efficient tool matching both domestic and foreign interests of the Empire. 
Simultaneously, this position was in compliance with the prevailing mindset and 
needs of regional populations, members of Bukovyna’s major ethnic and 
religious communities.  

However regional phenomenon of ethnic tolerance was not granted 
forever to Bukovynians. WWI started undermining the foundations of 
Bukovynian regional identity. War cruelties and crimes initiated the ‘beginning 
of the end’ to this remarkable regional identity and solidarity. Reprisals and 
dangers of the wartime forced exodus of generations of local public figures. 
These people were proponents and bearers of the ‘Bukovynism’ culture, which 
was a rather viable regional synthesis of imperial patriotism and local 
ethnosocial conformism (Добржанський А.В., 1997: 74 – 83). Later on 
Austrian era left behind rich legacy of legends and myths about regional 
prosperity and conformity. Images of the lost Golden epoch would have been 
reviving in contemplations of the local intelligentsia and bolstered by nostalgia 
of ordinary citizens (Буркут І., 2004: 194).  In reality, the end of Great War 
burned dreams and hopes for fair and peaceful resolution of the issue of the 
Bukovynians’ national self-determination, envisaging partition of the region 
into the Ukrainian and Romanian territories. Idea of dividing the territory of 
Bukovyna in 1918 by the ethnodemographic criterion, i.e. into the Romanian 
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and Ukrainian parts, was supported by he many of local ethnic communities 
leaders, including some of Romanian stock. Would such a plan be 
implemented, instances of ethnic confrontation, typical of later periods of the 
regional history might be prevented, for sure. 

 
2. Bukovynian multiethnicity versus Romania Mare ethnic policy 
 
Romanian period of Bukovyna’s history requires much more activity of 

researchers, and this deficit of academic scrutiny is not overcome in the modern 
Ukrainian academic literature, despite some attempts made. This statement 
concerns of scholarly acquaintance with the ethnic policies of royal Romania in 
the interwar period. Local academic tradition divides the time of the region’s 
inclusion in Great Romania into two main periods – the ‘First’ and ‘Second 
Romania’. The first period lasted from late 1918 until mid 1940, while the 
second period – from June 1940 until August 1944.  

Romania’s annexation of the territory of Bukovyna did meet 
expectations of dominant majority of Romanians, leaving in Bukovina. 
Ukrainians and representatives of other national groups did not fell themselves 
equally happy because of that radical sharp change of region political, social and 
economical shift. Royal Romania failed to fulfill its international commitments 
with regard to voluntary plebiscite of the Bukovynian population, as well as 
ensuring favorable conditions for the national and cultural development of 
ethnic minorities leaving on newly acquired territories. Moreover, consolidation 
of the Romanian rule upon Bukovyna led to gradual deterioration of the 
administrative and territorial status of the region, which lost its autonomy in 
1923. Together with a process of administrative centralization and cultural 
unification of Greater Romania, extended towards new lands went losses with 
regard to domestic politics and sociocultural atmosphere, reflected in the status 
of its citizens of different ethnic origin (Буркут І., 2004: 235 – 236). New (as 
for the region) Romanian authorities launched the policy of Romanization of 
this multiethnic region, in a resolute and oftentimes uncompromising manner.        

Romanian authorities tried to justify annexation of proving the 
historical and ethnic “Romanianness” of the Bukovynian region. 
Accomplishment of this goal met with the presence of the numerous and well-
organized Ukrainian communities in the region, which demographically 
dominated in the northern and eastern parts of Bukovyna. Bucharest official 
stance on Bukovynian Ukrainians was ideologically formulated by Prof. Ion 
Nistor, who declared that autochthonous Ukrainians of Bukovyna were in fact 
Romanians who had “forgotten” their true ethnic roots. That’s why Romania 
should take all necessary steps to help them be freed of that national amnesia 
and restore their lost consciousness (Livezeanu I, 1995: 65).  

And this policy started to work in a number of ways, primarily with the 
help of elaborated information, educational and cultural policies based on all-
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comprehensive Romanization. Material stimuli have been used for bearers of 
the agrarian and patriarchal culture. For instance, in the time of the agrarian 
reform Romanians were given priority in receiving land lots. Census results of 
the interwar period proved that direct police coercion and systematic use of 
other degrading instruments resulted in disowning their national identity by 
some segments of the non-Romanian population. Obviously, this remark 
equally applied to those Ukrainians who were receptive to persistent 
explanations of their true national affiliation by the new rulers. Other measures 
of direct and latent discrimination were also put into force, including limitations 
for enrolment in gymnasia and higher educational institutions for non-
Romanians, denial of access to public service etc. 2. Undoubtedly, such ethnic 
policies negatively affected minority ethnic groups, especially after ascent of the 
extreme right in the late 1930s. Being worried about the problem of internal 
stability and territorial integrity of the state, which borders reached well beyond 
ethnically homogeneous ethnic territories of the Romanian people, Romanian 
political elites conducted the model of the ethnic policies bringing about an 
opposite effect. The general remark about Greater Romania’s ethnic policy is 
applicable to the case of multicultural Bukovyna at a full stand. Insecure 
international stage as well as internal tendencies for authoritarianism and, later, 
totalitarianism within the Romanian political system made conditions of 
national minorities getting worse and worse. They were often exploited, 
discriminated and falling victim to the growing ethnic and political intolerance, 
which was spreading in Romania in the 1930s.  

Many of Bukovynians, comparing new State’s order with the previous 
one were nostalgic about the Austrian times. Thus, ethnic Germans of 
Bukovyna underwent through considerable losses of their status, which were 
somewhat eased after rapprochement between Bucharest and the leadership of 
Nazi Reich based on geopolitical priorities. The Jewish community position 
could not be compared with the Austrian period, either. Jews were not only 
ethnically, but also economically discriminated. Romania of that time was the 
country which widely tolerated, if not politically cultivated, wide-spread anti-
Semitism (Штейн І., 1997). Conditions of the Polish community equally 
exacerbated in comparison with the Austrian period. Because these and other 
reasons, official Bucharest’s permanent efforts at pursuing ethnic policies which 
would guarantee internal stability and external security of the country, went a 
failure. It resulted not only of chauvinist intentions and arrogant attitude 
towards minorities of the political elite, as well as aggressive Romanization. In 
fact, Romania was not exclusive with regards to its ethnopolitics, pandemic of 
xenophobia and ethnic intolerance clouded political atmosphere practically all 
over Central and Eastern Europe. 

                                                           

2 Hausleitner M. Romanization of the Bukovina, 1918 – 1944. – 
http://www.BukovinaJewsWorldUnion.org [Last accessed 23.11.2008] 
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Romania’s second occupation of Northern Bukovyna is attributed with 
much more brutality of intolerant ethnic policy. The local population 
remembered that period as a regime of military and police terror, policies of 
ugly oppression and ethnocide, in particular with regard to the Jewish 
population (Alexandru F., 2010: 207 – 217). Jews, Ukrainians, Poles and other 
national minorities suffered from such policies (Маначинский А., 2000). Local 
Romanians were no exception either, as far as they suffered also from the 
regime brutality. That position has been even worsened by the fact, that they 
were treated by other national groups as accomplices in these misdeeds at least, 
and therefore carried the burden of responsibility for such myopic policies 
(Жуковський А., 1994: 188 – 190).  

By the late 1930s liberal freedoms remained surviving in the previous 
decade had been trampled. Political, institutional and socio-cultural foundations 
of traditionally cherished polyethnicity and cultivated by the society and 
authorities ethnic tolerance, inherited from the previous spell of Bukovynian 
history were seriously deformed. Locals and in the first place regional 
intellectuals had been trying to resist these negative processes in order to 
preserve the traditional Bukovynian multiculturalism. Now it was not so much 
reminiscence of the bygone empire, as affiliation with the genuine and high 
European culture3. Nevertheless, social and intellectual defiance from could not 
overweigh the impact of other destructive factors. Being deprived of intellectual 
and moral impulses sent by the regional elite, Bukovyna’s ordinary citizens’ 
culture was even less capable of resisting negative influences which depraved 
traditional ethnic tolerance. Finally, chauvinism of Great Romania provoked 
and strengthened reactive nationalism of other national communities, thus 
drawing the vicious circle of mutual antipathy, suspicions and persistent 
prejudices. Mutual offences and ethnonational conflicts resulted in gradual and 
inevitable loss of the culture of ‘Bukovynism’ and subsequently synthetic 
identity of Bukovynians, which fall victim to historical circumstances of the 
‘Great politics” of two World Wars. Social and political environment of that 
time was hostile towards national and cultural peculiarities, ignoring protection 
of minority rights. Bukovyna did not constitute any untouchable island in 
stormy ocean of dramatic chances.   

 

                                                           

3 Ауслундер Р. Спогади про одне місто.  Ї. – 1997. - № 9. – 
http://www.ji.lviv.ua/n9texts/auslender.htm  [Last accessed 2.06.2009]  
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3. Soviet Internationalism: another ‘ideal’ modeling of the inter-
ethnic relations 

 

The Soviet period of the history of ethnic relations started with 
partition of Bukovina into two parts. A new region and constituent part of the 
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic was formed in the north-western part of 
historical Bukovyna, plus northern part of Bessarabia and the former Hertsa 
cinut of Romania, which were arbitrarily included into a new territorial unit. 
This led to profound changes in the all aspects of the population life in newly-
formed Chernivtsi Region. Besides change in the political and territorial status 
of the region, social and cultural dimensions of newly formed Chernivtsi 
Region of UkSSR were changed too. Another crucial factor as for the new 
region must be taken into consideration is active migratory processes which 
transformed ethnonational features of the local population and earlier 
proportions of major ethnic communities of the region (Холодницький В., 
2001: 42 – 50). First of all, early 1940s witnessed exodus of the traditionally 
important ethnic group of the Bukovynian population – the Germans. 
Secondly, the number of Polish residents decreased considerably. Thirdly, the 
ratio of ethnic Romanians also diminished (less dramatically), primarily due to 
their emigration to Romania, and sometimes even farther away. Fourthly, the 
Ukrainian segment of the local population similarly underwent tangible 
transformations. In the aftermath of WWII and guerilla fighting of the 
Ukrainian nationalist groups, the local Ukrainian population was decimated, and 
local intellectuals were those who suffered most severely. Reprisals practiced by 
the Soviet regime were not directed against any particular ethnic group, and 
affected almost all ethnic communities of the region. The quantity and structure 
of the Jewish population underwent most considerable changes. Exterminated 
or forced to emigrate, local Jews of Chernivtsi and the region were replaced by 
Soviet Jews who resettled from Bessarabia and other far distant regions of the 
USSR after the WWII. Thus, ethnic and cultural character of the region was 
suffered serious and perhaps irrevocable qualitative and quantative losses. The 
ethnic structure of the region was significantly socially simplified and culturally 
impoverished. 

As the outcome of USSR migratory policy ethnic Russians replaced, to 
some extent, the German community, at least numerically in the new region. At 
the same time, some local residents, primarily Ukrainians, Romanians and 
Moldovans, were recruited voluntarily or forcefully for the sake of industrial 
and agricultural grant plans of Kremlin. From that time till now migratory 
processes play an important role in shaping the ethnonational situation in the 
region, defining its cultural and social transformations (Курс України, 2002: 16 
– 17).  Simultaneously, Soviet regime exterminated or imprisoned bearers and 
creators of national consciousness or bribed and neutralized some of them 
(Марусик Т., 2002: 134, 141, 144). Ethnocultural associations were dismantled; 
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local national and cultural life was constrained to official state institutes of 
Soviet education and culture. 

This situation resulted in ignoring specific ethnonational aspirations and 
interests of regional citizens. Because of institutional devastation, systemic 
reprisals and consequent vehement “preventive” measures against “relapses” of 
bourgeois nationalism, conscious and open activities of national communities at 
that time were next to impossible.  The Soviet experience of the region was also 
marked by processes of forceful if not aggressive industrialization. These 
processes made a pronounced impact on socio-cultural life of the regional 
center – Chernivtsi. First and foremost, they ensured formation of the local 
working class whose representatives were regarded as a social and political 
support to the regime, the only and true representative of proletarian and later 
on soviet internationalism. At the same time, this process of harshly developing 
working class was an effective instrument of Russification of the local 
population. No other language but the Russian – not Ukrainian – as language of 
the majority of the population in the region and the UkRSSR was increasingly 
used as the main means of official and everyday communication, supported by 
all means with authorities. But even so, the ethnopolitical situation in the region 
differed significantly from flagrant discrimination and national humiliation of 
the Romanian period. 

The new political realities of 1950s-1980s minimized dangers of ethnic 
tension accumulated in the previous periods and the first afterwar years. In 
such environment, with legal social and cultural channels of aggregation and 
expression of ethnonational interests absent, the importance of ethnic factors 
both at the regional level and in citizens’ social and personal life, gradually 
diminished on the surface. These tendencies were supported with everyday 
official propaganda, which permeated and thoroughly affected all spheres of 
people’s lives in USSR.  

Despite all this policy all-union ‘melting pot’, designed to engineer the 
Unique and Single Soviet nation proved to be a failure, in a final run. 
Specifically, as far as Chernivtsi region is concerned Soviet authorities does not 
invent and imply any kind of regional ethnic policy model, adapting towards 
local circumstances all-Union ideology and subsequent practice.      

 
4. Regional Ethnic Mosaic rediscovered and simplified 
 
At the beginning of the Perestroika period long-time silenced problems 

of ethnic relations in Chernivtsi Region reappeared on the public scene. Open 
debates on pros and cons of the Soviet history, as well as about crimes of the 
regime against citizens and larger social and ethnic groups, led erosion of the 
enrooted in consciousness Soviet myths about the wise national policy.
 Late period of Perestroika is marked with revival of national 
communities and fellow institutes of the civil society. These transformations 
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inclined to patterns which were remained unforgotten by the older generation, 
whose representatives were experienced of partaking in these organizations 
(Буковина, 1996: 298 – 299). Perceptions of the ‘ideal period’ in national and 
cultural life of Bukovyna differed significantly among different ethnic 
communities. Leaders of the Romanian community were unhesitant about 
virtues of the interwar period, which in fact ensured the dominant status to this 
ethnic group (Герман К., 1991). However, the majority of other national 
groups, namely Ukrainians, Poles and Jews, were more eager to agree on the 
region’s inclusion in the Austrian Empire as the ‘golden era’ of Bukovyna, when 
the region provided numerous examples of high culture of ethnic tolerance. This 
time the myth of Austrian and European Bukovyna, which until recently has 
been cherished only in the émigré circles far abroad started receiving enthusiastic 
support of the local intellectuals and to a lesser extend of ordinary citizens. 

Ethnonational rival has been characterized by tolerant behavior 
dominating upon radical and extremist modes. Antipathy towards Soviet 
national policy united regional leaders and neutralized dangerous spread of 
xenophobia and intolerance, propagated by some radicals of different ethnic 
origin. Severe political and socioeconomic crisis which began in 1990, 
increasing street protests bred apprehensions about the future. Local 
manifestations of radical Ukrainian nationalism resonated with and went 
together with the first public symptoms of Romanian irredentism. Their 
representatives justly condemned the infamous Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact, and 
at the same time questioned the afterwar peace arrangements, including 
territorial integrity of the UkSSR and USSR4 making claims on the ‘historical 
justice’ of returning Northern Bukovyna to Romania. Contradicting not only 
with the historical circumstances, which are always debatable, but also the 
standards of international law, those demands ignored the evident 
ethnodemographic composition of the Chernivsti oblast region, where 
Romanians comprised about 10% of the region population, according to the 
1989 census (Національний склад…, 2003: 4).  

After the USSR breakdown in 1991, the young independent Ukrainian 
state faced with hardships with regard to official Kyiv’s domestic and foreign 
policy as well as with the lack of experience and knowledge in the sphere of 
ethnonational policy and administrative management. This was exacerbating the 
ethnopolitical issues inherited from the previous periods of regional history. 
Since the time of Ukraine becoming independent the ethnic situation in the 
region continued to change. Substantial difficulties in the regional ethnic 
relations system functioning have begun in the early 1990s. Looking at collapse 

                                                           

4 Кіпіані В. Від русофілії до русофобії один … перепис. Декілька дуже 
політизованих поглядів на одну проблему // Українська правда 7.12. 2001. – 
http://www.pravda.com.ua [Last accessed 23.10.2008] 
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of the USSR as the great chance for Romanian foreign policy and considering 
Ukraine as a much weaker new state, Bucharest started making the official 
claims to the territory of Northern Bukovina and Bessarabia. The regional 
‘Cold War’ period between official Bucharest and Kyiv poisoned not only 
bilateral relations of both neighbouring countries but also inevitably victimized 
relations of the Romanian and Ukrainian communities in Chernivtsi Region. 
One the eve of Independence some leaders of local Romanian Societies 
supported from Bucharest orchestrated campaign of boycotting of the National 
referendum on Independent, accompanying with other open manifestation of 
separatism (Bugajski J., 2000: 178). These and other events took place in the 
region some years more, seeding a alienation and confrontation in relations of 
ethnic groups of Chernivtsi region.      

Fortunately, the influence of the factor has been diminishing upon 
entering an interstate Treaty of 1997 which considerably decreased the 
contradictions between Bucharest and Kyiv, however not eliminated them 
completely until now. Another factor, contributing to the destabilization of the 
regional ethnic politics was further dynamics of emigration processes which 
resulted in disappearance of the Jewish population of the territory which, 
according to the 2001 census, amounted to just over 1,000 persons in the 
almost one million population of the territory. Simultaneously the region 
became a source of active labour migration which permitted emigration of the 
Ukrainian as well as Romanian and Moldovan population abroad. Vacated 
room of the traditional population is replacing with the afflux of the so-called 
new minorities formed by persons who left former Soviet republics of the 
Caucasus and Central Asia for economic and political reasons. They challenge 
the ethnocultural character of the territory and these problems have not been 
resolved yet. 

Finally, the EU enlargement makes opened for the border region of 
Chernivtsi oblast facing with both challenges and advantages of the new 
neighbourhood. Whine enlargement of 2004 – 2007 included Romania but left 
the citizens of Moldova and Ukraine outside borders of the EU; it has 
influenced the ethnic situation in the border region directly and indirectly. 
Positive aspect is that the regions is getting closer to standards and politics of 
the EU, covering delicate issues of interethnic relations. But the policy of 
grating to the citizens of Ukraine of the Romanian origin or whose ancestors 
lived in the territory of Romania prior to 1940 with the Romanian citizenship 
(and, automatically, of the EU) whatever way it is justified by official Bucharest 
represents not only an attempt to overcome the new economic cleavages and 
political divisions generated by the gradual and selective process of European 
Union’s enlargement in the regions of CEE (Iordachi, 2002: 139). It results also 
in new wave of distrust of Kyiv in Romania, and contradictory effect the 
relations of the main ethnic groups of the region. 
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More important challenges originated from the slow pace of 
transformation processes in Ukraine, its lagging behind its western neighbours 
in the conducting policy of reforms required. Still, ethnonational relations in 
Chernivtsi Region remain mostly balanced and non-conflicted ones. In the 
same time, obvious is that the region of bygone Bukovyna has undergone 
radical changes of its ethnonational relations and experienced several models of 
ethnopolicy implementation, which resulted in challenging heritage, collective 
memory and individual practices sometimes not in compliance with norms and 
attitudes of true tolerance. The region has been changed from the historically 
polycultural one, distinctive because effective system of tolerant ethnic relations 
amidst ethnic groups without any kind of comprehensive domination into a 
region with one dominant ethnonational group, represented by the Ukrainian 
population and other significantly smaller national groups. On the other side of 
the new, more polarized system of ethnic relations, the Romanian population is 
present. This population undergoes the painful processes of identity change of 
the local Ukrainian citizens of the Moldovan ethnicity to the Romanian identity 
(Круглашов, 2008: 30 – 31). It means that the territory of Chernivtsi oblast 
(Ukrainian part of the former Bukovyna) with no doubt evolves towards loses 
of its earlier polycultural and multiethnic character gravitating, reshaping into a 
region with rather a bipolar model of ethnic relations. That results in braking 
down the logic of continuity, substituted with new risks and opportunities not 
inherent previously.     

 
5. Romania and Ukraine discords about minorities  
 
Final part of the article makes an attempt to propose wider political 

framework of the topic considered. The Ukraine and Romania’s relations are 
significantly influenced by the issue of ethnic minorities. During the initial 
period of Kyiv and Bucharest’s relations the two postcommunist countries had 
different if not contradictory approaches to their resolution. Due to the new 
country’s being deep in an economic and political crisis, Kyiv could neither 
support appropriately the Ukrainians in Romania nor monitor efficiently their 
development in the post-Communist Romania. At the same time, then-time 
Romania political elite cherished the hopes to resolve issues of Romanians 
abroad by fight for reconsideration of those borders first of all in order to 
return “historical Romanian lands”. It is obvious that such a situation 
determined mutual distrust at least. 

Problems in this field of the bilateral relations began from the parties’ 
discussion about the quantity of the relevant minorities in the both countries 
already. According to the 2001 population census 151 thousand Romanians 
reside in the Ukraine, however the Romanian party believes that their number is 
twice as high. Romanians densely reside in Chernivtsi, Odesa, and 
Transcarpathia Regions. In its turn, 61 thousand Ukrainians reside in Romania 
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according to the 2002 census, 250-300 thousand according to some other data. 
Ukrainians mostly reside in the northern part of the country, namely in 
Maramureş, Suceava, Timiş counties which are immediately adjacent to the 
Ukrainian border5. 

Such territorial contingence required the relevant simplified visa regime 
between the both countries. Thus, the Agreement on Cancellation of Visa 
Regime between the Government of Romania and the Government of the 
USSR signed in the city of Bucharest on 11 March 1991 was the first step in 
this direction. On 19 December 2003 the Agreement on the Terms of the 
Citizens Mutual Travel was signed between the Cabinet of Ministers of the 
Ukraine and the Government of Romania which provisions stipulated a 
simplified procedure of visa issue for the citizens of the both countries. This 
agreement entered into force on 16 July 2004. According to this agreement, the 
Ukrainian citizens could receive visas in the Embassy of Romania in Kyiv as 
well as in the Consulates General of Romania in Chernivtsi and Odesa. 
According to the terms of the Romanian legislation, the whole procedure of 
visa issue took 3-5 (transit, short-term) to 30 days (long-term). Depending on 
the visit to Romania purpose, the visa application should have been confirmed 
by various sets of documents which list could be found in the diplomatic 
missions of Romania. Certain categories of citizens also had to prove the 
possibility of their upkeep in Romania in the amount of 100 euros per day at 
the Ukrainian-Romanian border immediately (Чорній, 2004). 

The relevant visa regime for the Romanian citizens was also established 
by this agreement. According to it, Romanian citizens could receive visas at the 
Embassy of Ukraine in Bucharest or at the Consulate General in Suceava. In 
January 2007 upon Romania and Bulgaria’s accession to the EU the Romanian 
and Ukrainian presidents stated that Bucharest would introduce free visas for 
the Ukrainians and Kyiv would abandon the visa regime for the Romanians as 
well as for all the EU members. The Ukraine and Romania hold active dialogue 
concerning further liberalisation of the visa regime which is heavily dependent 
on the success of negotiations between Kyiv and Brussels concerning gradual 
transition to visa-free regime for the Ukrainian citizens. This negotiation is 
framed with wider process of completing the Association Agreement between 
the EU and Ukraine which finalization has not got defined terms as yet.   

Besides ensuring the possibility of free contacts with relatives and 
representatives of own nation abroad, the both states attempted to regulate and 
resolve other issues of their minority policy, namely of the ethnic policy. 
Among the priorities determined which are absolutely understandable in their 
importance there is securing the rights of the Romanian minority in the Ukraine 
and of the Ukrainian minority in Romania (Петров, 2006: 94-95). During the 

                                                           

5 Ucrainenii din România/ Wikipedia. Enciclopedie libera. – Available from: 
http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki. Last accessed at 12.6.2010 
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whole period of the bilateral interaction the countries were able to reach 
significant progress in resolution of the issue. In particular, during 1991-2007 
such regulatory acts were entered into as the Agreement on Co-operation in the 
Field of Culture, Science, and Education between the governments of the 
Ukraine and Romania, the Agreement on Simplified Procedure of Crossing the 
Common State Border by the Citizens Residing in Near-Border Areas and 
Counties between the governments of the Ukraine and Romania6, Agreement 
on Co-operation in the Field of Science and Technologies between the 
governments of the Ukraine and Romania, Treaty on Friendship and Co-
operation Relations between the Ukraine and Romania (Договір про 
відносини…, 1997), Consular Convention between the Ukraine and 
Romania7 etc.  

Establishment of two Euroregions should be added to these interstate 
co-operation resources, namely Lower Danube and Upper Prut (Патраш, 
2002:324). Following the joint decision, an intergovernmental commission was 
established, the activity objective of which commission are harmonisation and 
monitoring of securing the rights of Ukrainians in Romania and of Romanians 
in the Ukraine. 

In spite of functioning of such a vast regulatory basis which 
corresponds to the current requirements of the international and European law 
as well as to implementation of interstate programmes, representatives of the 
Romanian community in Chernivtsi and Odesa Regions still assert systematic 
violations of their rights, laying a number of claims at the same time. For 
instance, at the beginning of the 2000s it was a persistent demand to open a 
multicultural university in Chernivtsi with the Romanian and a number of other 
languages taught following the example of the University at Cluj-Napoca. Upon 
consideration of the issue, the Ukrainian party postponed its resolution 
indefinitely while the Romanian suggestions mostly considered its dominant 
Romanian component of receiving higher education in Romanian more than its 
multicultural nature. This would create serious employment problems for the 
specialists having Romanian as the language of special higher education, in the 
Ukrainian experts’ opinion. The issue of establishing Romanian theatre 
societies, creation of book collections in Romanian at the expense of the 
Ukrainian state is also being discussed. Besides, the request to return to the 
Romanian community the building of the former Romanians’ Palace of Culture 
in Chernivtsi should be mentioned as well (Буркут, 2005: 249). 

                                                           

6 Договір між Урядом України та Урядом Румунії про співробітництво в сфері 
науки та технологій // www.rada.gov.ua/ cgi-bin/ laws/main.cgi ?nreg=642_014 
(last accessed on 7.09.2006] 

7 Консульська конвенція між Україною і Румунією // www.rada.gov.ua/cgi-
bin/laws/main.cgi?nreg=642_007 (last accessed on 7.09.2006] 
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While the necessity of meeting and satisfying legitimate ethnic 
minorities claims is very important in order to gain more stable and democratic 
development of any democratic country which is not ethnically homogeneous, 
this process has faced with some obstacles and invoke certain reservations on 
the practise. Quite often, those requests were of the take-it-or-leave-it nature, 
which caused certain tension in the relations of the local ethnic communities. 
The policy of the neighbouring country was one of the reasons for tension of 
the ethnonational situation in the region. According to the governmental Basic 
Programme of Romania’s Development in 1996-2000, the priority tasks of 
Bucharest’s foreign policy were guarantee of the national security by the 
country’s integration to the security or joint defence institutions and 
development of peaceful relations with the neighbouring countries. At the same 
time, significant attention was paid to strengthening relations with Romanians 
leaving abroad and to their support in order to preserve their ethnic, cultural, 
language, and religious identity, to reaching the national ideal by ensuring 
conditions for reunification of all the Romanians from the historical territories 
within the United Europe. However, persistent propaganda of great-power, 
revisionist ideas via the mass media not only in Romania itself but also beyond 
its borders, first of all in the Ukraine and Moldova, was one of the most often 
methods of integrating Romanians into the single cultural space (Буркут, 2005: 
249). That as well as the policy of illegal passportisation of ethnic Romanians, 
especially in the Ukraine, which provocative nature as well as dangerous 
consequences were on numerous occasions indicated by the Ukrainian party, 
however to no avail, complicated resolution of the existing problems, hampered 
search for the ways of harmonisation of the ethnonational policy of the both 
countries, did not enable to free them from quite a “traditional” for them but 
forced position of hostages of the geopolitical and regional environment. 
Certain hope for betterment in the aspect of two countries relations arose from 
a fact that responding to EU criticism about its overexpansive external 
citizenship policies, Romania has recently narrowed down the circle of those 
eligible for Romanian external citizenship8.  

It is imperative to mention that upon ratification of the basic political 
Treaty with the Ukraine by the Romanian parliament in October 1997 efforts 
of the political circles which insistently favoured reconsideration of borders and 
restoration of Greater Romania, including as the most favourable method of re-
integration of the Romanian nation in the single national state, decreased 
significantly. This influenced very positively the atmosphere in which the issues 
of the minority policy were discussed in a more business-like and politically 
balanced manner later.  

                                                           

8 Szabolcs Pogonyi, Mária M. Kovács, Zsolt Körtvélyesi. The Politics of External Kin-
State Citizenship in East Central Europe. October 2010. www.eui.eu/RSCAS/ 
Publications. [Last Accessed at 1.07.2011] 
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Considering Romania's influence on the ethnonational situation in near-
border regions the role of radical national organisations should be paid attention 
to. The most influential ones among them are For Bessarabia and Bukovina 
international association, Bukovina society, League of Romanians from 
Everywhere, Union of Bukovina Romanians, League of Forcedly Dissolved 
Counties etc. There are also a number of small parties and organisations which 
activity is less known to the public at large but they don’t have significant 
influence. In fact, certain politicians and political organisations did not reject the 
above efforts later on, stating great dissatisfaction with the very fact of 
recognising the present borders by the president and government of Romania. 

However, the attempts to exert pressure on the Ukraine were transferred 
by them to biased position as to the Ukrainian party's performance of certain 
provisions (first of all, of article 13 concerning provision of rights of national 
minorities) of the interstate document, demands to monitor closely concerning the 
above issues (Programa de bază.., 1996). The fact and practice of such mutual 
monitoring by Bucharest and Kyiv may be only greeted. At the same time, 
however, consolidated proposals of researchers of the both countries to make this 
monitoring scientific and all-purpose in its methodological and instrumental bases, 
to begin such actions in the territory of Upper Prut Euroregion as a pilot project 
were aired at the international research conference in June 2001, Ethnic Relations 
in the Territory of Upper Prut Euroregion (Ethnic relations.., 2001: 397 – 398). 
They were made known to all official power institutions of the parties concerned 
but remained unanswered since then. And this causes a rightful question 
concerning objectivity of the monitoring tools as well as the possibility of 
arbitrariness of certain interpretations of is certain parameters remained opened.  

These manifestations occur in the foreign policy also. The proof of the 
fact is that the official statement by the Romanian Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
dd. 27.01.2006 concerning provision of interests and rights of Romanian 
communities in the Ukraine, preservation of their ethnic, cultural, language, and 
religious identity is quite harsh. Referring to the position of the Consultative 
Committee on National Minorities of the Council of Europe concerning the 
Ukraine’s report about fulfilment of the Framework Convention, the foreign-
affairs body noted problems in the field of education in Romanian. It was also 
stressed that Romania would follow how the Ukraine abides by the standards in 
the field of protection of national minorities, including with the assistance of 
international institutions which can influence the Ukraine on the issues of 
improvement of the national-minorities policy. Taking into consideration the 
fact that Romania has not exceeded the limits of dialogue with the Ukraine, the 
issue of using a confronting position in relations with the Ukraine was not 
posed. Upon establishment of the independent state of the Ukraine, activity of 
the major cultural organisations of Romania obtained more obvious traits of 
Bukovina-directed trend. At the same time, nationalistic socio-political 
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organisations become especially vivid before or during signing of important 
interstate treaties (Петров, 2006: 94-95).  

One of the principal points of the associations’ programme documents 
is propaganda of the idea of Greater Romania restoration, namely assertion of 
the following provisions: 

1.  Romanian lands have never belonged to the Ukraine ex gratia; as a result 
of the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact Romania forcedly evacuated the 
administrative bodies and army from its historical territories in 1940;  

2. The Snake Island was annexed in 1948; upon dissolution of the USSR the 
above territories were groundlessly left within the Ukrainian state; 

3. Acceleration of the process of Romania's integration to the Euro-
Atlantic institutions by losing part of own territory is intolerable 
etc. (Петров, 2006: 562). 

The analysis of the document and literature sources available proves 
that not only radical national parties (Greater Romania People’s Party, Party of 
Romanians’ National Unity etc.) but also centre-right parties (National Liberal 
Party, Democratic Party, Conservative Party) and right parties willingly turn to 
the issue of sovereignty over North Bukovina, South Bessarabia, and Hertsa 
territory, violation of the rights of the Romanian national minority in the 
Ukraine etc. It is quite obvious that radical national socio-political associations 
negatively influence the political stability in the region acting in such a manner. 
Moreover, as the report of president Traian Băsescu on 31 March 2008 
demonstrates, such pressure has bears its fruit and the higher authorities of the 
Romanian state sometimes responds to it, at least partially satisfying the 
expectations of the pressure organisers9. Pitiful is, that kind of revisionist 
statements have been made and in the latest time10. Following up with course, 
expressed by president Basescu declaration that “the minimal policy of Romania 
is for the unification of the Romanian nation to take place within the EU”, the 
phrase minimal policy allows to imply the existence of a maximal policy that goes 
way beyond unification with Moldova. Its reality is apparent in the decision to 
grant Romanian citizenship to all residents of the territories belonging to the 
pre-1940 Greater Romania and their descendants up to the third generation – 
including the denizens of Bukovina and southern Bessarabia11.  Of course, they 
kept away of mutual trust Ukrainian-Romanian relations, proving the 
                                                           

9 Traian Basescu: Nu voi ingenunchea in fata Rusiei. 
//http://civicmedia.ro/acm/index.php?option= 
com_content&task=view&id=684&Itemid=77 [Last accessed 01 April 2008] 

10 (“Do Medvedev and Yanukovych plan to sign a ‘secret protocol’ on  
Transdniester?” http://www.kyivpost.com/news/opinion/op_ed/detail/67633/pri
nt [Last accessed 14 April 2011]  

11 Srdja Trifkovic. Greater Romania Redux? The problem, the prospects. – Lord Byron 
Foundation for Balkan Studies.  http://www.balkanstudies.org/articles/greater-
romania-redux-problem-prospects. [Last accessed 24.03.2011] 
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preservation of certain threat towards territorial integrity and sovereignty of 
Ukraine and thus contributing negatively towards the climate of interethnic 
relations in the border regions of two neighbouring countries. 

Summarizing the condition of ethnonational relations in the near-
border areas of the Ukraine and Romania at present, it is possible to make 
conclusions about certain evolution of this situation and of the respective 
policy of the neighboring countries. At the beginning of the new period in the 
Romanian history in the first half of the 1990s its ruling circles laid territory 
claims against the Ukraine. However, with assertion of the country’s European 
and Euro-Atlantic course of the country its ruling elite began reconsideration of 
the foreign-policy priorities, in particular concerning the position on the 
Romanian minority in the territory of the Ukraine. Bucharest approved the 
decision to strengthen relations with the Romanians abroad and to support 
them in order to preserve their ethnic, cultural, language, and religious identity. 
Fulfilment of such a government programme made the Romanian influence on 
the ethnonational situation in the near-border regions of the Ukraine gradually, 
first of all in Chernivtsi, then in Odesa and Transcarpathia Regions. Among the 
methods of such influence it is possible to mention circulation of certain 
information in the regional and central mass media of Romania and the Ukraine 
(Петров, 2006: 206 – 211).  Active efforts of Romanian socio-political 
associations, constant visits of near-border Chernivtsi and Odesa Regions by 
the Romanian politicians etc. should also be mentioned. 

The Ukrainian party took up an absolutely reactive station, expressing 
its surprise concerning the fact that the Romanian party laid a number of claims 
to the ethnonational condition of the Romanians in the Ukraine. In the opinion 
of the official Kyiv, it had created better conditions for preservation and 
development of the national distinctiveness and culture than the conditions of 
Ukrainians in Romania. For a long time the discussion on this issue had 
accusatory and even hostile key notes and was underproductive, in my opinion. 
At the same time, in those really sensitive spheres in the territories of the both 
countries there are still problems of overcoming the heritage of the previous 
periods, establishing mutual understanding and bringing the minority policy, in 
particular ethnonational policy, not only to the formal and legal but also to the 
actual level in general by which the united Europe is characterised. It looks like 
mutual readiness for constructive co-operation in the humanitarian field asserts 
itself in the Ukraine as well as in Romania more and more; in this field 
assistance of the EU, and of the European Commission in particular, including 
within the New Neighbourhood Policy and Eastern Partnership, provides new 
resource potential, creates framework of co-operation. This enables the both 
parties to reach mutual understanding and weighty consequences of co-
operation across common and, we hope, more friendly and open borders. 
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